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Boxed wine advantages

Tour de Franzia

•	 Object: To be the first team to drink a 5L box of 
Franiza. 

•	 Directions: Divide into teams of at least two 
people. When the time begins, the team members 
must work together to finish the box of wine. The 
first team to drink up is the winner. 

•	 Note: Although this game sounds fun and un-
harming, it is important to be responsible and not 
consume more than each person is capable of. 

Perfect for those who can’t get 
enough of boxed wine...

Next time you are looking to buy a 
bottle of wine, consider buying a box 
instead. Buying wine by the box is a 
very economical 
solution. For par-
ties, boxed wine 
will serve more 
people than just 
a regular bottle 
would. There are 
several sizes of 
boxed wine. The 
most common is 
the five-liter box, 
which can be 
bought in many 
brands. Although 
Franzia seems to be the most popular 
for boxed wine, other trendy brands 
have begun to package wine this way 
as well. Boxed wine can be bought 

in either white or red, making it even 
more appealing for the consumer. Each 
box has a spout to make the wine dis-

pense easier. In-
side of the box, 
is usually a bag 
and some brands 
have stronger bags 
than others. Fran-
zia is said to have 
the strongest bag, 
making it easier 
to use for wine 
drinking games. 
The bag also keeps 
wine fresh for lon-
ger than a bottle 

would. The bag is vaccumm sealed. 
Next time, opt for the box. A box of 
wine is simply more practical and en-
vironmentally friendly than a bottle. 
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Become a savvy wine drinker

Chill
The temperature of wine is es-

sential for fl avor. Red wine can usually 
be stored at room temperature. If a room is too 

warm, cool the red wine slightly before drinking. 
For white wine, it is necessary for the wine 

to have been chilled for at least an hour 
prior to serving.  

Although the taste of the wine 
is important, the taste depends on what 

fl avors a person smells. Before drinking the 
wine, take a deep breath in and discuss the 

fl avors that are present. 

Taste
Finally, after all of the 

previous steps have been complet-
ed, it is time to enjoy the wine. 

Take a sip and enjoy! 

Air
After wine has been 

chilled to the proper temperature, 
it is important to remove the cork from 

the bottle. Wine needs to be exposed to air 
prior to serving to enhance the fl avor. The 
older the wine is, the longer time it needs 

to be exposed to oxygen prior to 
drinking.  
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Be a trendy 
wine drinker

1.
As college students, buying wine can become pricy 
unless you opt for the Franzia Chillable Red. Re-
gardless, many wines are available that can fit any 
budget. Whenever possible, go for the clearance 
wine section to make your purchase. By shopping in 
the clearance section you’ll be able to find expen-
sive wine for less! At restaurants, choosing a wine 
that is more than your monthly rent is not necessary. 
Today, many great wines are manufactured at afford-
able prices. There is no need to bust open your piggy 
bank to buy a vintage on a first date with someone.

Affordability

2.

With a new year soon  
approaching, it is impor-
tant to consider starting 
fresh. 2010 will be all about  
creating a new image, and 
breaking the rules. With this 
coming year, consider how 
the grass is on the other side, 
and break the rules when it 
comes to wine etiquette.

In the New Year, go green and drink locally made 
wine. Drinking wine that is considered to be local is 
one of the latest drinking trends. Whether you live 
in a small town, or a very large town, local wines 
exist. By choosing to drink locally made wine, you 
are also helping your town’s economy. 

Stay local
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3.

How many times have you gone to a restaurant and 
ordered a wine that is not of the quality you thought 
it would be? It is perfectly acceptable for people to 
return defective wines to the sommelier after it has 
been uncorked. Many people seem to be scared or 
ashamed to do so, however it is fine. Don’t drink a 
wine that you consider to be defective. 

4.
REJECT 

wine uncorked.

Everyone knows the rule: red wine for steak and 
other dark meats, and white wine for poultry,  
chicken, and seafood. It’s time to stop this pairing 
sensation, and drink whatever color wine desired 
with any food. Although food brings out the flavor 
of wine, it is important to be daring and experiment 
with new combinations. After all, people usually  
prefer one type of wine to another, and there should 
not be a need to adapt wine color to food. 

non-TRADITIONAL
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Give the gift of wine:

Vinturi Wine Aerator
The wine aerator decreases the amount of time a person has to wait for the 
wine to fully develop once it has been uncorked. With this, wine is poured 
through the device, and air is instantly brought to the wine, bringing out its 
full fl avor. Many places sell the item, however, I have seen QVC endorse it 
a lot. On www.qvc.com the product is $33.12 and will be shipped directly to 
your home, or the recipients home. The price also includes a stand. Any wine 
connoisseur knows that the amount of air in wine is essential to the taste.

Trendy gadgets for 2009
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Rabbit Wine Opener 
The latest, effortless, wine opener has taken America by storm. With this 
cork screw, no strength is needed. A bottle of wine is uncorked with two 
simple motions, a push down on the handle, and then pull up. It’s easy. 
These openers do range in price though. The price depends on the amount of 
accessories that come with the opener. Some include a cutter, for the wrap-
ping, and sometimes even a stopper for those unfi nished bottles of wine. 
Many retail stores sell these, including: TJ Maxx, World Market, Williams-
Sonoma, QVC, almost anywhere. Before purchase be sure to investigate the 
features, and the warranty to guarantee the best price. Rabbit wine openers 
range from $30 – upward. The one pictured is from Williams-Sonoma and 
retails for $99.

The Wine Deck 
If there is someone on your list that is just beginning to love wine, this is 
the perfect gift. The Wine Deck is a deck of cards with descriptions of many 
wines, and fl avors. This gives the beginning wine drinker an idea of what 
wines are best to pair with what foods. The cards also explain the differ-
ences between wines. This can be bought at www.wine.com or from Amazon 
for $13.99. A very inexpensive gift. No better way to get a young drinker 
exposed to wine than with this!
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Holiday 
Gift Guide

CLEF DU VIN 
This tool helps enthusiasts who 
can’t wait for wine to age, speed 
the aging process. With this 
tool, wine ages 1 year for every 
second it touches the wine. 
Amazing. Supposedly it has been 
scientifi cally proven and tested…
so you can be the judge. The price 
isn’t cheap though, regularly $105, 
now on sale for $85. Check out 
http://www.wineaccessory.com/
clef.htm for more information, and 
to decide for yourself if you want 
to take the risk, or give this as a gift 
to a friend.
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Although most of the Oxford area bar and restaurant establishments cater to 
beer drinkers, there are a few that have a great wine selection. Being a wine 
drinker is not something to be ashamed of; it just happens that wine drinkers 
are out numbered by beer drinkers, on a college campus. Going out to eat can 
now be enjoyable for both beer and wine lovers alike!

Kona Bistro
Description: Kona Bistro offers a wide selection 
of wine for patrons in addition to a plethora of 
other cocktails. Although Kona is primarily a 
restaurant, the small bar gives the restaurant a 
quaint and intimate atmosphere. The bar closes 
early though, 9 PM during the week and 10 PM 
on the weekend. Don’t expect to dance while 
you’re at Kona, it is a more upscale bar than other 
places in the Oxford area.
Location: 31 West High St. Oxford, Ohio
Promotions: Every Tuesday at Kona is half price 
wine night. All bottles of wine are half off. 

Get’cha Wine in OxfOrd, Oh
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Three Trees Irish Pub
Description: This upscale Irish Pub is located inside the Oxford Holiday Inn. 
Most people on campus are not looking for a quiet and secluded place such 
as this; therefore this is a good place to take mom and dad. Either way, Three 
Trees has a great wine selection. 
Location: 77 South Main St. Oxford, Ohio

Paesano's Pasta 
House
Description: Paesano’s is an Italian 
restaurant that has an excellent array 
of wine. However, Paesano’s is a 
restaurant, with a small bar. This is a 
great place to start your evening off 
right with dinner and wine! 
Location: 308 South Campus Ave. 
Oxford, Ohio
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Have you ever thought about 
where a wine cork goes once it has 
been trashed? For some people, wine 
corks are a way to reconnect with 
vintage wines that have fi nally aged 
and have already been enjoyed, but 
for others, wine corks are just anoth-
er item thrown into the trash.  

Save your wine corks, or if you 
don’t personally want to save them 
— donate and recycle the corks. 
Places such as Whole Foods Market, 
and many online organizations have 
drop off locations for old wine corks.

Wine corks are often recycled 
into other items to keep our Earth 
environmentally friendly! Once 
wine corks are recycled, the corks 
reappear in fl oor tiles, cork boards, 
and so much more. It is important 
to recycle corks, because twist off 
caps take much longer to absorb into 
the Earth.

It is important that all people 
become conscientious of the wine 
they are purchasing. Buying wine 
that uses natural cork will make the 
Earth that much “greener” because 
fewer emissions are released when 
manufacturing cork. Buying and 
supporting synthetic corks contrib-
utes to air pollution. No trees are 
ever cut down to manufacture wine 
corks. Instead, the bark of oak trees 
is peeled. Animals live in these cork 
forests, therefore using natural cork 
also preserves wildlife.

Just because you only buy bot-
tles that contain a real cork, does 
not mean that you are a picky wine 
drinker — but instead you display 
the idea that you’re concerned about 
the environment! Buying bottles 
based on the cork is no different 
than choosing a bottle because of the 
cutely designed label! 

Corks

Cork Facts:
• Synthetic corks contribute to pollution in the air.
• Twist off caps take more energy to manufacture than 

cork does.
• If the wine industry stops using natural cork for a stopper in 

wine, many animals will become extinct.
• Corks are a natural resource that should be used. 
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Does watching = doing?

TV shows, movies, and commercials all display people drinking 
wine and alcohol. Young people are easily persuaded by what they 
see, and therefore, because teens see drinking as a casual activity on 
TV, more teens resort to drinking at an early age in life. Often times, 
when people see others drinking, it pressures them to drink as well. 

However, as this may be fun for adults to drink and watch TV, it 
endangers youth. With drinking at a young age comes a lot of other 
problems. Often those teenagers who being drinking while they are 
young, resort to violence and crime later in life. This is not what 
television producers want to happen to children. Instead, they are 
only trying to convey the message that with wine comes good gossip 
and friendship.
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This project was created by  
Abigail P. Offenbaker for ENG 
224 at Miami University. 

For more information about the 
images used in this magazine, 
please e-mail:  
offenbap@muohio.edu. 

More information is also  
available at: 
www.love4wine.wordpress.com. 


